ABSTRACT. Let f(z) be an entire function of positive and finite order nIf f(z) has a finite number of Borel directions of order > n, tnen tne sum of numbers of finite nonzero deficient values of f(z) and all its primitives does not exceed In-The proof is based on several lemmas and application of harmonic measure.
Introduction.
Let f(z) be an arbitrary entire function of finite and positive order A. A. Denjoy conjectured that f(z) has at most 2A distinct asymptotic values. L. Ahlfors succeeded in proving this conjecture later. He proved further that any entire function of finite lower order p has 2p asymptotic values at most [6, pp. 303-307].
Since there are some similarities between asymptotic values and deficient values of entire functions, one may expect that any entire function of finite order would have a finite number of deficient values. N. U. Arakelyan [1] , however, constructed for the first time an entire function of order one having infinite deficient values.
It is natural to ask: for an entire or meromorphic function of finite order A or finite lower order p, under what conditions does the number of its deficient values have an upper bound depending only on A or pf We ask for conditions which ensure that the number of deficient values of an entire function satisfy the bound of Ahlfors's theorem.
One such condition is that entire or meromorphic functions have deficiency sum two. This is actually a part of F. Nevanlinna's conjecture. In the case of entire functions, cf. A. Pfluger [7] , A. Edrei and W. Fuchs [4] proved several interesting theorems. Then A. Weitsman [10] obtained partial results for meromorphic functions and D. Drasin [2, 3] recently made a great contribution to prove F. Nevanlinna's conjecture completely. For entire functions, we also posed a similar condition [13] +oo £ £ 6(a,fW) = l j= -oo a^O.oo and obtained the corresponding result. In this paper, another condition will be introduced. Let f(z) be an entire function of lower order p, where 0 < p < oo. A ray arg2 = 0O (0 < Oo < 2n) is named a Borel direction of order > p of f(z), if for any positive number e, the inequality y-logn(r,fl0 -e,8o + e,f = a) > r-> + oo logr -holds for any finite complex value a, with possibly one exceptional value, where n(r, $o -£,0q + e,f = a) denotes the number of zeros of f(z) -a in the region (|2| < r) C\ (9q -e < arg2 < 6q + e), multiple zeros being counted with their multiplicities.
The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM. Let f(z) be an entire function of lower order p, where 0 < p < +oo. If q < oc is the number of Borel directions of order > p of f(z) and pi (I = 0, -1, -2,...) denotes the number of finite nonzero deficient values of f^ (z) (I = 0, -1, -2,...; /(°) = f(z)),1 then we have X),"!^ pi < 2p.
2. A property of monotonic functions. 2.1. We first establish a lemma on monotonic functions. LEMMA 1. Let f(z) be an entire function of finite lower order p, where 0 < p < +00. // Py and P2 are two arbitrary numbers with 1 < Py < P2, then there exists a sequence {tk} of positive numbers tending to infinity such that hold, when k tends to infinity.
PROOF. Since the lower order of f(z) equals p, there is a sequence {r^} (k = 2,3,...) of positive numbers tending to infinity such that (2.4) (ri-i/y-i/*2 < T(r^1/fc, /) < T(rk,f) < râ nd (2.5) logrfc>fc3(p + 2/fc)log(/?1/?2).
We shall prove the existence of a corresponding sequence {tk} which satisfies (2.6) tfc € [r*-1/fc,rfc], k = 1,2,3,...,
if('Hz) {l < 0) is the primitive of order |{| of f(z).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and (2.8) T(p2tk,f)<(pyP2y+2'kT(tk,f), hence the conclusion of lemma. Let us now prove the existence of {tk} satisfying (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8). Denote E= {t: r\-llk < t < rk,T(p2t,f) > (pyp2Y+2'kT(t,/)}, ri=min£, t3 = min{E n[P2Tj-y,rk]}, j = 2,3,..., J + 1,
where J is chosen so that rj+y < rk < P2rj+y. For every j (0 < j < J) set further ej = {t: pyT, < t < TJ + y,T(pyt,f) > P?+2f"T(t, /)}, tr^i = mine.,, vj,t =min{eyn[^1a,-,j_i,r,-+i]}, I = 2,3,...,Lj + 1, where r0 = r\~llk and Oj,Lj + y < Tj+y < Pyo-jiLj + iBy the above notations and (2.4), we have i.e. there is a value tk not in the set E U (lL=oe>)-3. Several known results. 3.1. In the sequel, we need several known results.
LEMMA A [12] . Let f(z) be an entire function of lower order p, where 0 < p < +oo. If f(z) has no Borel direction of order > p in the angle By < arg2 < 92, then there exist two finite distinct complex values aj (j = 1,2) such that for any number £, 0 < £ < (62 -6y)/2, we have ,01.
^-log{J22j=yn(r,9y+£,92-£,f = aj)} (3.1) hm-< p.
r->+oo logr LEMMA B [12] . Let f(z) be an entire function of lower order p, where 0 < p < +oo. // the number of its Borel directions of order > p is finite and the minimum angular separation of the Borel directions is equal to u), then the order A of f(z) must be finite and p < A < n/u. // f(z) has po (0 < po < +00) finite deficient values aj (j =1,2,... ,po), /(-1) (2) has p_i (0 < p_i < +00) finite deficient values 6; (I = 1,2,... ,P-i) and 6= min {6(aj,f),6(b,,ft-»)}, u=l except a set which can be enclosed in a finite number of disks with the sum of total radii not exceeding 2e(po + p-y)H. The union of these disks is denoted by (7) . Choose (4.9) H = tk/8e(po+p-y).
There exists a positive number Rk such that RkE[tk,2tk], (\z\ = Rk) n (7) = 0.
Since Rkeie <£ (7) (0 < 9 < 2tt), (4.7), (4.9) and (4.6), we obtain (4.10)
< bm htk, f_) +nj (log 5** +log -j < 5m (»fc) j^) + ^^r^ log{40(p0 +p-0e}
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On the other hand, we have Substituting (4.10) into this inequality, we obtain iT^»<hLf°S+lf{J>}-a,l0»
Similarly we obtain
For sufficiently large r, from
and (4.6), we have
The same procedure yields (4.12) ^(ife,/^1*)
by choosing p = 4tk, (4.11), (4.6) and (4.5). Thus
Comparing (4.12) with (4.13), we derive (4.3). REMARK. We may replace /(_1)(2) by f^(z) (-1 > / > -L) and obtain a similar result.
Properties
of functions having no Borel directions in an angle. 5.1. Now we shall establish a property of meromorphic functions without Borel directions in an angle. 02 -a/10) and having the same radius ahRk/2(ny + 1), where h is given by (5.6).
The union of these disks is denoted by (7) 1.
Let Zy be the point of intersection of |z| = Rk and the bisector of GUo and let (5.7) Tk: \z-zy\ <aRk/10.
Denote by ds (s = 1,2,..., n2) the zeros of f(z) -ao in[z -z2[ < j^aRk, where z2 is an arbitrary point in Tk \ (7)1-According to the Boutroux-Cartan theorem, we have ft.
,
except a set contained in several disks with the sum of radii not exceeding ehaRk. Denote by (7)2 the union of these disks. Since the total sum of diameters of (7)1 and (7)2 does not exceed
there is a point 23 in Tk \ ( (7)1 U (7)2) such that \f(z2) -a0\ 16(5 + 4log j-)
We rotate Tk about the origin a/10 in succession. Then a chain T% of 2Ny disks at most can be obtained to cover the region \Rk ~ MaRk ~ '*' ~Rk+ MaRk) ° (6l + ta~ aXgZ -°2~ \°) '
By the same procedure, we can prove that Mi) |/M-0ol<exp(-4(4(5+4*og,)}Wr(iW))
for any point z E (ryj\(7)i).
Since the total sum of diameters of disks in (7)1 does not exceed othRk < aRk/80, (5.11) holds without exception in the region (Rk -±e*Rk < \z\ <Rk + ±aRk) n (9y + fa < arg 2 < 92 -fa)
by the maximum modulus theorem. Let 20 = Rkel6° be an arbitrary point on (|2| = Rk) n (9y + f a < arg 2 < 92 -fa).
We make two concentric disks REMARK. Replacing f^~^(z) by f^(z), where I is a negative integer, we can obtain a similar lemma.
Estimation
of harmonic measure. 6.1. We need some estimates of harmonic measure.
LEMMA 5. Let a and Q be two numbers with 0 < a < 7r/6 and Q > 1. Putting D: (10~2QRk <[z[< 102QRk) n (9 -a < arg z < 9 + 5a) and Ty: (10-2QRk < \z\ < 102QRk) n (arg 2 = 9 -a), then oj(zo,Ty;D) > \ for any point zq on the arc (\z\ = Rk) f~l (9 -a < arg2 < 9 + 2a).
PROOF. Write
T2: (10~2QRk< \z\<102QRk)n(&rgz = 9 + 5a), T3: (|*| = 10~2QRk) n (0 -a < arg 2 < 0 + 5a) and T4: (\z\ = 102QRk) H (0 -a < arg2 < 0 + 5a).
It is clear that 4 (6.1) 5>(2o,rj;L>) = l.
Further, denoting Dy: 9 -a < arg z < 9 + 5a and T2: arg z = 0 + 5a, we have uj(z0,T2;D) < u(z0,T2;Dy) < w(z0,T'2;Dy) (6-2) 0q -(0 -a) 1 (9 + 5a) -(9 -a) " 2' 6.2. LEMMA 6. Let a and Q be two numbers with 0 < a < tt/12 and Q > 1. Denoting D: (10~4QRk < \z\ < 104QRk) n {9 -a < arg 2 < 9 + Ua) and Ty: (10-4QRk < \z[ < 104QRk) n (arg 2 = 0 -a),
we have cj(zo,Ty; D) > j /or an?/ point in the region [10~2QRk < \z\ < 102QRk) n (9 -a < arg 2 < 9 + 5a).
PROOF. In a similar way to the proof of Lemma 5, we write r2: (10~4QRk< \z\ < lO4Qi?fc)n(arg2 = 0 + lla), T3: (\z\ = 10_4Qi?fc) fl (0 -a < arg2 < 0 + 11a), T4: (|2| = 104QRk) n (0 -a < arg2 < 0 + 11a), Dy: 9 -a < arg z < 9 + 11a
and r"2: arg z = 9 + Ua. Thus we have oj(z0,T2;D) <u(z0,T'2;Dy) < ±, u(zo,T3;D) < § and w(2o,r4;D) < |. Lemma 6 follows from these estimates and the fact that E}-i«(«b.ri;/?) = i.
6.3. Finally we give an estimation between the maximum modulus and characteristic function. and Co is given by (5.5).
PROOF. When f(z) has a finite deficient value ay, according to a result of A. Weitsman [11] , there is a positive number r = r(6(ay,f), 6(cx>,f)) such that the inequality ,. T(atJ) T hm ---. REMARK. In general, if L is a negative integer, we can establish a similar lemma to prove that maxo{logM(10-4^fc,/W)} < \ {^j + T(Rk,f).
7. Proof of Theorem.
7.1. Now we prove the theorem formulated in the introduction. When p < \, the lower orders of f^(z) (I = 0, -1, -2,...) are all equal to p. Since an entire function of lower order less than or equal to \ cannot possess any finite deficient value, the conclusion of the theorem is clear.
When p > ^, we note first by Lemma B that the order A of f(z) must be finite, because the number of its Borel directions of order > p is finite. For simplicity of notation, we only prove po +p~i < 2p. The same procedure can derive the general conclusion ^CiL'o Pi ^ 2p.
Suppose that 1 < po < +oo and 1 < p_i < +oo. Let aj (j = 1,2,... ,p0) be the deficient values of f(z) with deficiencies 6(aj,f), bi (I = 1,2, ...,p_i)
be the deficient values of f(-~1\z) with deficiencies <5(6;,/'-1^) and 6= min {6(a]J),6(bi,f(-V)}. Choose a fixed integer k, sufficiently large, so that corresponding to ay there is an angle, say 0", < arg 2 < 0", + i, such that
Hereinafter we denote by ^(ri,^;^!,^) the region (ri < |2| < r2) D (tpy < arg2 < ip2) and A(ry,r2;<py,<p2) its closure.
With two positive numbers a < min(K/4q,u}/24) and Q > 1 chosen, applying Lemma 3 to f(z) and ay yields that
in the region A(10~4QRk, 104QRk; 9l/1 + a, 0"1+i -a), where C0 is given by (5.5).
Similarly, corresponding to a2 there is an angle, say 9V2 < arg 2 < 0"2+i, such that mes£{0: 9"2<9< 01/2+1,log|/(i^fce^6,) -a2[ < -(6/4)T(Rk,f)} > B/q.
Hence the inequality
holds in the region A(10~4®Rk, 104QRk; 0"2 + a, 0"2+i -a). It is easy to see that the angles 0"t < arg 2 < 0", + i and 0"2 < arg 2 < 0"2+i have no common point. By this procedure, there are po + P-i angles, one corresponding to each of aj and bi, 9Vn < argz < 0""+i, 0 < 9VX < 9Vl + y < 0"2 < 0"2 + 1 < • • • < 9Upo+pi+y <9y+ 2tt, and in every angle 0"n < arg 2 < 9"n + y, one an only one among the inequalities
..,Po, and (7.4) log\f^1Hz)-bi\<-CoT(Rk,f), l = l,2,...,p.y, holds uniformly in the region A(10~4®Rk, 104QRk;9Vn + a,9Un+y -a). 7.2. For two angles 0", < arg 2 < 0",+i and 0"2 < arg 2 < 9V2 + y corresponding to ay and a2 respectively, we conclude that there is a point zy, satisfying the condition log |/(2i)-ay\ > 0 in the region A(10~2QRk, 102QRk; 9v,+y-a,0"2 +5a).
In fact, if this assertion were not true, then the inequality in ~A(10-4QRk,104QRk;9U2 + a,9U2+y -a). It is clear that the inequality (7.6) contradicts (7.2).
From the above procedure, we know that a point 21 in the region A(10~2QRk, 102QRk; 9"1+hl -a, 9Ul+hl + 5a) (1 < hy < u2 -Uy)
can be found such that
and that in the region A(10~2QRk, 102QRk; 0"1+1 -a, 9Vl+hl -a) log |/(2)-aj| < 0 holds uniformly. Thus we have In fact, let We obtain from (7.7), (7.8), (7.10) and Lemma 6 that Therefore the inequality (7.9) follows immediately. If the angle 0"3 < arg 2 < 9V3+y corresponds to f^~^(z) and the deficient value 61, then we have by Lemma 4 that log|/(-1)(2) -6i| < -CoT(Rk,f) and log|/(2)| < -{C0/2)T(Rk,f) intheregionA^O'^R^lO^Rk'J^+a^^+y-a).
By the same deduction, we obtain a point 2* in A(10~4QRk, 104QRk; 9V2+h2 -a, 9V2+h2 + Ua) (l<h2<u3-v2)
with log |/(22*)| > (C0/4)o+2T(Rk, /).
If the angle 0^4 < arg 2 < 9Vi+y corresponds to /( ^(z) and the deficient value b2, then we also obtain a point 2* in A(10~4QRk, 104QRk; 9V3+h3 -a, 9U3+h3 + Ua) (1 < h3 < vA -v3) with log|/(-1)(23*)| > (Co/4)^2T(Rk,f).
In general, there is a point 2* in A(10~4QRk, 104QRk, 9Vn+hn -a, 9"n+hn + 11a) (1 < hn < vn+y -vn) satisfying either (7.11) iog|/(2;)|>(c0/4)*+2r(it:fc,/) or (7.12) log|/(-1)(2;)| > (C0/4)*+2T(Rk,f).
7.4. If Co is given by (5.5), we can find a number C0 such that (7.13) i(G)/4)«+2 < C0 < |(Co/4)«+2
and that f'(z) has no zero on the level curves |/(2)| = C0T(Rk, f) which are thus analytic.
Consider the set (7.14) fi: {2:
where V is given by (6.6). Let fifci be a component of fi which contains the point 2*. It is clear from Lemma 7, (7.1) and (7.3) that fifci does not meet |2| = 10~4VRk, axgz = 0"!+i -a and arg2 = 0"2 + a. But fifci l~l (|2| = 104VRk) contains at least one arc by the maximum modulus theorem. Let npky(r) be the linear measure of fifci fl (|2| = r) and let Tfci be fifci D (|2| = 104Vi?fc) and CTfci be the complement of Tfci with respect to the boundary of fifci. When 12* I < r < 104VRk, we have log |/(2i*)|<{l-w(2i*,rfci;fifci)} max log|/(z)| z€CTki + w(2*,rfci;fifci) max log|/(2)|.
In view of (7.9), (7.13), (7.14) and an estimation [8, p. -logT(Rk, f) + log{54v^(4/C0)9+2}.
In the general case, if (7.11) holds, then there is a component fifc" of fi which contains the point 2* and does not meet |z| = 10~4Vi?fc, arg2 = 0"n+i -a and arg 2 = 0t,"+i + a. Let ripfcn(r) be the linear measure of fifc" n (\z\ = r). Then we have the same inequality (7.15) with <pkn(r) (n = 1,2,...,ny). Therefore we obtain finally ny components fifcn (n = 1,2,...,ny) of fi and 722 components fifcn (n = 1,2,..., n2) of fi' and the corresponding inequalities (7.15) with <Pkn(r) and (7.16). It is very important to note that ni + n2 = po + P-i and that any one of fifc" (n = 1,2, ...,ny)
and Wkn (n = 1,2,..., n2) is distant from all others. Letting V -♦ +oo, we have po + p_i < 2p. If po or p_i equals +oo, then we can choose p0 deficient values of f(z) and p'_y deficient values of f(~^ (z) such that p0 +p'_i = [2p] + 1. The same procedure, however, leads to p0 + p'_y < 2p. This contradiction shows that both po and p_i must be finite. When p0 = 0 or p_i =0, the above deduction is also effective. Thus the proof of the theorem is complete.
